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Abstract
The second order nonlinear integral-partial differential equations of mo-
tion are derived using Newton's method for a rotating spacecraft, modelled
as a 2-beam-and-hub system whose appendages have time-varying lengths.
These equations are transformed to ordinary differential equation form us-
ing separation of variables and a Galerkin's method approach. The resulting
o.d.e.'s are numerically integrated using a 4 th order Runge-Kutta routine.
The results of several important subcases of the equations are shown to
duplicate those of other researchers. For the completely nonlinear, rotat-
ing and time-varying beam length case, results of an analysis of the WISP
space experiment are shown. It is found that the inclusion of nonlinear
terms is critically important in certain cases.
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a1 : component of appendage acceleration
a2 : component of appendage acceleration
E : appendage stiffness (Fig. 2.2)
F(xzt) appendage internal force (Fig. 2.3)
F-L(xt I : component of force-vector F
F2(x.t) : component of force-vector F
H(x.t) : system angular momentum
Ih : hub's instantaneous mass moment-of-inertia about the
the -axis
1(t) : appendage instantaneous length. (Fig. 2.2)
r ,: appendage reference length
m : appendage linear mass density in undeformed state (Fig. 2.2)
Ml(x.t) : appendage internal moment vector (Fig. 2.3)
-1 3 : component of :l in the k direction
qi : generalized coordinate
Q: : generalized force
R(x,t) inertial vector locating an appendage differential
element (Fig. 2.1)
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: appendage shear (Fig. 2.4)
: appendage tension (Fig. 2.4)
: torque applied at hub center
: reference time
: kinetic energy
: longitudinal elastic deformation of appendage centerline
particle corresponding to coordinate x (Fig. 2.3)
: inertial time derivative of R
lateral elastic deformation of appendage centerline
particle corresponding to coordinate x (Fig. 2.3)
potential energy
particle coordinate along appendage length in undeform,
state (Fig. 2.3)
rotational deformation of appendage centerline (Fig. 2.3
beam curvature
ith modeshape of a cantilevered beam
: coefficient of ith modeshape
: angle between x-axis and tangent to deformed beam (Fi
: nondimensional time variable




















: nondimensional spatial variable
(i,j,k) axes which define hub-attached body-frame (z,y) (Fig. 2.2)
(XA, Y) inertial frame centered at hub center of mass (Fig. 2.1)
d inertial time derivative of any vector; or,dttotal time derivative of any scalar function
total time derivative of any scalar function
92~ = a89 : partial time derivative of any scalar function g
g o agpartial derivative of any scalar function g with respect to 
# ' partial derivative of any scalar function g with respect to T





There are many spacecraft missions in which it is important to understand
the he dynamics of deploying appendages. This issue has been studied
most notably in regard to two separate situations: deployment dynamics of
spinning satellites with flexible appendages, and shuttle flight experiments
involving deployment of long flexible booms.
Messac [1 modelled dynamics of deployment of a spinning satellite with
flexible appendages using linear equations. Lips and MIodi 2! developed
nonlinear equations of motion for a detailed model of a deploying space-
craft appendage. The simplified linear two dimensional equations were
solved and individual structural and dynamics effects were examined. Lips
and Modi 3 also examine the three dimensional deployment problem, and
identify instabilities not apparent in the case of planar rotation. Addition-
ally, it was found that an offset or shifting center of mass had negligible
effect on the dynamic response. Hughes [4] discusses attitude dynamics of
spinning satellites during extension of long appendages. ;laximum bending
moments are identified and give rise to restrictions on extension rate and
initial nutation angle. Weeks 5i develops a linear analysis of a nonrotating
space structure composed of a beam and membrane to model the NASA
Solar Array Flight Experiment. Hughes [6] applies a general deployment
dynamics analysis to the Communications Technology Satellite by making
several simplifying assumptions and outlines a suggested solution method-
ology. Cloutier 71 examines synchronous deployment of masses about a
10
rotating spacecraft. Booms connect the masses to the spacecraft and are
considered flexible in the derivation of the equations and rigid during solu-
tion. Honma 8] derives equations of motion for constant speed extension
of tip masses connected by massless wires to a spinning satellite. The lin-
earized equations are solved.
Tabarok, et. al., [9] provide a thorough treatment of the dynamics of
an extending cantilevered beam, and solve linear equations for two sample
cases of constant extension rate. Gates [101, [11] derives and numerically
integrates linear equations of motion for a spinning central hub with flexible
extending appendages. Lips, et. al., r121 examine dynamics issues of the
VISP space experiment, specifically, response to vernier thruster torque
and constant spin rate. Dow et. al., [13] use a process of lumped mass
discretization to investigate dynamics behavior of satellite antenna deploy-
ment. including effects of thermal bending, solar pressure, and a magnetic
damper boom.
1.2 Problem Definition
This work is meant to provide the capability to determine the dynamics
response to a prescribed forcing function for a rotating spacecraft with
extending flexible appendages undergoing moderate displacements. Addi-
tionally. the capability to alter the analysis to model special subcases is
also desired.
1.3 Thesis Overview
Chapter 2 presents the definition of the mathematical model of the space-
craft structure and shows the development of the equilibrium equations
of the entire structure and also of a single typical beam element. These
equations. along with other constitutive relations, are used to derive the
integral partial differential equations which govern the rotational and vi-
brational motion of the structure.
Chapter 3 outlines the transformation of the partial differential equa-
tions to ordinary differential equations. A change of variables is made to
nondimensionalize space and time coordinates and make computation sim-
pler. The lateral beam displacement is assumed to be equal to a summation
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of time-varying cantilevered beam modes and the p.d.e.'s are transformed
to ordinary differential equations. These o.d.e.'s are rewritten in first order
state vector form to facilitate numerical integration.
Chapter 4 transforms the nonlinear, time-varying rotational and vibra-
tional o.d.e.'s to some special subcases. Results which duplicate those found
in several existing papers are presented along with new data calculated from




In this section the system model is introduced, the simplifying assump-
tions are listed and the system kinematics are defined. The translational
and rotational forms of Newton's second law are applied to an element of
mass of the beam to determine the vibrational partial differential equation
of motion for the structure. The rotational partial differential equation of
motion is obtained by applying the law of conservation of angular momen-
tum to the structure. As in 1!, a Newton's method approach was preferred
over Hamiton's principle because it offers a rigorous and concise method for
(1) analyzing the time-varying structural configuration of the model, and
(2) extending the analysis to the nonlinear case. Additionally, this method
does not require an explicit formulation of the system strain energy.
2.1 System Model
The spacecraft structure is shown in Fig. 2.1. Although this analysis models
a hub with two appendates, a minor change allows extension of the analysis
to any even number of appendages. Each of the two appendages is modelled
as a cantilevered Bernoulli-Euler beam extending from the central body, or
hub, of the spacecraft. Although the hub contributes rotational inertia to
the system, its radius is considered small and is set equal to zero to simplify
the equations.
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Figure 2.1: Spacecraft Structure
Y
Assumptions
The following simplifications are made:
1. The beams undergo "large-but-moderate" elastic deflection. While
the deflections encountered are larger than those usually associated
with small deflections, they are not "large". Eq. 2.2 defines the order
of the nonlinear terms retained in the analysis.
2. The length of the beam is an arbitrary, prescribed function of time,
given by the variable (t).
3. Both beams have identical structural properties and extension rate
4. The mass density, m, and the stiffness, EI, are both constant along
the length of the beam.
5. The structure undergoes only antisymmetric elastic deformation.
6. Rigid and flexible body motion occur only within the plane of rota-
tion.
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7. The beams are axially rigid. As the beam deflects it does not "stretch"
axially; it's length remains that which is prescribed by 1(t). Appendix
A examines the consequences of this assumption.
2.2 System Kinematics
The motion of the vehicle in its undeformed state is described by the hub
orientation angle, , and the longitudinal coordinate of a particle along
the appendages's centerline x (See Fig. 2.2). It is assumed that during
deformation a centerline particle undergoes a longitudinal displacement,
u, and a lateral displacement. v. with respect to its original undeformed
location. Only antisymmetric deformation modes are considered, so that
the extension rate, the material and geometric properties, and the forcing
functions do not differ from one appendage to the next. Therefore the
variables (t), v(t), and u(t) are equal for all appendages.
The hub-attached frame, (x,y), is fixed to the undeformed beam and
rotates with respect to the inertial frame, (X,Y). Using the above kine-
matic variables, the inertial vector R locates a centerline particle on the
beam, shown in Fig. 2.2. R is expressed in terms of the above kinematic
variables in the hub-attached set of dextral axes (,j,k) as
R = {z(t) - u(x(t), t), v(x(t). t), 0} (2.1)
Since it is assumed that the appendage elastic deformation is large but
moderate, terms of order v2 are retained in this analysis, but terms of order
v3 or higher are eliminated. It is also assumed that the axial deformation
gradient, u, is of the same order as vz, and the square of either of these
values is negligible when compared to unity:
u2 v24 < 1 (2.2)
Under the above assumptions the rotational deformation of the centerline,
3. is defined such that (see Fig. 2.3)
1 -h-u
cos'3 = 1 + u (2.3)
;(1 - U ) 2 (V.) 2
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sin3 = v (2.4)
V(1 + U.) 2 + (v.)2
in which only cos differs from the often invoked linear approximation.
Note that the denominator in the above fractions is equal to 1 + a fourth
order term when the axial rigidity relation is used (Eq. A.4).
2.3 Application of Newton's Laws
Applying Newton's second law to a particle of mass on the beam, dmin,
shown in Fig. 2.3, produces this equation for translational motion:
aF dV
-F + (F + dx ) = mdx (2.5)
which is simplified to
o# dV
: =md (2.6)ax dt
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Figure 2.3: Beam Element Forces and Displacements
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Newton's second law also yields the following equation which governs the
particle's rotational motion.
- -t- (AI + - d ) + R x (-F) + R(x + d) x (F+ d )
d (R x (mdx)V) (2.7)
Eq. 2.7 can be simplified by expanding it as
aOM OR OF dR dVO x F -R x -- = m x V- mR x (2.8)
Noting that -= dR/dt and substituting for aF/Ox using Eq. 2.6 leads to
Ox - Ox F (2.9)
Referring to Fig. 2.4. the appendage internal force, F. is expressed in
the body-frame as
F = {F1, F2, 0} (2.10)
where
F1 = T(1 u,) - Sv. (2.11)
F2 = Tv, t S(1 u ) (2.12)
The inertial velocity vector, 1, also expressed in the body-frame, is given
by
dR1- =dR= {1, v 2, 0} (2.13)dt
where
1 = 1;- u,) - x - R) (
= (1-u.)-i -6v (2.14)
V2 = i v p(xR)
= i V., - (x ± +u ) (2.15)
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OF dz dS = OTdF = dx d z=dx dT = - dx
and the internal moment vector, Al, is given by
Al = {0, 0, Mt3}
Taking the partial derivative of Eq. 2.16 with respect to x yields
Ox Ox
Calculating aR/Olaz from Eq. 2.1
aR
= 
{ I + =, Z 0}ax
Substituting the above two equations along with Eq. 2.10 into Eq. 2.9 yields










Using the expressions for F1 and F2 from Eqs. 2.11 and 2.12, respectively,
results in
&AII= -((Tv -- S(1 - u,))(1 + u) - (T(1 + uZ) - Sv.,)v.} (2.20)
or,
= -(TVZ, - S +Su --Tvu, --Su +Su - Tv - Tv u +Sv} (2.21)
Since u, - v2 and only terms of order 2 or less are retained in this analysis,
the equation is reduced to:
O 3 - -{S(1 - 2u, - v2)} (2.22)
which, after invoking the assumption of axial rigidity (see Appendix A),
becomes
9M3 = -S (2.23)
zx
or, using the moment displacement relation shown in appendix B,
EIvzTz = -S (2.24)
2.4 Vibrational Equation of Motion
The equations which govern the vibrational equilibrium of the beam can be
obtained by expanding Eq. 2.6. The acceleration vector is computed from
Eq. 2.13 as
dt dt2 = dt ' d I' 0
2dlt d I (2.25)
Differentiating Eqs. 2.14 and 2.15 yields
dtI _ -U-,izi -= - - 'u-(x -i (2.26)dt
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d = i,- 2i·x lz 2" 2+ v zx 8( @- u) (x + u, x-u) (2.27)dt
and from direct substitution of Eqs. 2.14 and 2.15,
- I'20 = -(p '- V, +jx. + u) (2.28)
1U8 = j(i u- -i - jv) (2.29)
Finally, combining Eqs. 2.25 through 2.29,
di = {a1 , a2, 0} (2.30)
where
al = i(1 -u ) - 2i; - -2 - 2(z -V(2) - 2(x -u) (2.31)
a2 = i: - 2i'x _ v , ,2 v,-'(x + u)-2 (-u.i +i)- 2v (2.32)
Eq. 2.6. is now written in the direction as
aa ( - Tu. - Svz.) = ma1 (2.33)
and in the j direction as
-(S - Su-, - Tv,) = ma2 (2.34)
The vibrational equation of motion, Eq. 2.33. is integrated with respect to
x to obtain
(T - Tu, - Sv,) = ajdx (2.35)
Noting that at x = , T = S = 0,
T = (-m j d a x Svz)(1 -u.) - ' (2.36)
This result is substituted into Eq. 2.34, leading to
a- [(-mj aid - Sv,)(L - )-'v, S -;- Su =ma 2 (2.37)
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Using the expresion for the shear force from Eq. 2.24,
a L(-m aldx - EIv.,v)(l u.)-lv EIv. - EIvzu. = ma2
(2.38)
Since u2 << 1, u, < 1. so (1 -u,) - 1 can be represented as the infinite
series:
1 - higher order terms (2.39)
Using this form of the expression and neglecting terms of third or higher
order vields
a- [(-ml aldx)v, - EIvzz] =ma 2 (2.40)
or
- EIvt,, - [m aldxvz = ma 2 (2.41)
Substituting the expressions for a and a 2 from Eqs. 2.31 and 2.32.
-EIt'xxx m (I - uT) - 2,i - - ux 2
- x
- - 2(i - vZi) - 2(x _ U) dx)
= m(i- 2iT -i Z,_ -v xTi -( -(Xu) 20( u -i )- j2v) (2.42)
or
El
-- -i -iv - 2ia, -2
-aa {vzj5(1 uTr)±2xiz i-, 2u )dx}
- [ u a{vz ' vd}]
-ax z (x z'+ u)dX}]2
-2 i - iu - a- v ( ) )dx}] =0 (2.43)
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Eliminating all terms third order and higher leads to the final form of the
vibrational equation as:
EI
-V - - v- 2 -
m
-[ x -U- a Vx vdx} &Ox 
V -O-x v. xdx
-2 [ Uu-I -
.
i 2vOj -vdx}
i + iv)dx} = 
2.5 Rotational Equation of Motion
The governing rotational dynamics equation for the structure is
AHi
= to, 0, To0dt
T
where To is the torque applied at the hub's center of mass. H is the system
angular momentum, given by
(2.46)H = IhOk - 2Jor mR x Vdx
Substituting for the vectors R and leads to
To = Ih 2m- o {( , vi .- (x + u))(x - u) - (i(l + u) i - v)U}dx
(2.47)
Retaining only second and lower order terms in v and gradients of v yields






Evaluating some integrals and partially applying the differentiation opera-
tor yields the final form of the rotational equation as
T = [Ih +3m13 + 2mj {2+2u}dz
+ 2m[il3+ d (t) 2+ 2udc]
+ 2mi [21(l,t) + il.(l,t) - iv(l,t)] + 2milv(,t)
+ 2m l (t) {zx - 2i3 - 21v} d (2.49)
Eq. 2.44,the vibrational equation of motion, and Eq. 2.49, the rotational
equation of motion, are the nonlinear integral partial differential equations
which completely govern the rigid-body and flexible-body motion of the
system as it undergoes rotation and extension. They are shown together at





Eq. 2.4. the vibrational equation of motion, and Eq. 2.49, the rotational




- .vx - 2i' - 2v
- +a {:V j idx
-u a--{VXJvdx}]









To = -Ih + 3m- 2m f{V + 2ux}d
' 3 Jo
d  (t)2m Uil3 + d {v 2 2ux}dx1
- 2mii21l (I,t) -- ilv(l, t) - iv(l, t) t 2mllv(l, t)
2m]1 xii - 2 - 2v}dx (3.2)
3.2 Solution Methodology
To solve the two partial differential equations presented above and deter-
mine the rotational and vibrational response of the beam to a particular
forcing function. the two equations of motion are transformed into a system
of ordinary differential equations in r(t). This is done by first transforming
the equations of motion to functions of nondimensional spatial and tem-
poral variables. Second. a separation of variables technique is applied and
Galerkin's method is used to transform the equations to ordinary differen-
tial equation form. These ordinary differential equations are then written
in state vector representation. making numerical integration feasible.
3.3 Change of Variables
The functional dependence of all functions is changed so that any functions
of x(t), t become functi s of the nondimensional variables , r, i.e.,
{z(t),t} - { ,r} (3.3)






The Jacobean matrix is given for this transformation by the following
formula:
t at o ( (3.6){t} LQ Batt J
Three of the four derivatives to be calculated in the Jacobean matrix
are straightforward. The calculation of the fourth, 8a/8t, is slightly more
involved and is presented in the following paragraph.




It is first noted that a material point on the underformed beam can be
identified not only by the usual time varying coordinate, , but also by the
time independent coordinate, s. s = 0 at the tip of the beam, as shown in
Fig. 3.1. The relationship between and s is given by:
(t) = (t)-s
The scalar time derivative of this expression yields the relationship
(3.7)
(3.8)




(3.10)dt =x dt at
Using Eqs. 3.4 and 3.8,
d~ 1 x1 1 £
dt = 1 - 12 1 t (3.11)da - 12 =
The Jacobean requires the partial time derivative of , and it is seen from












Using Eq. 3.13 the derivatives of v present in the partial differential equa-
tions of motion are evaluated as
av 1 v
Ox aO
0 2 v 1 2 V
ax2 12 0a2
a04 V 1 4 V
OX4 14 9G4
av .iv 1 av

























From this point on the following notation is used:
a( )o() -
(=( )
where ( ) denotes any function.
Next, all functions and operators in the equations of motion are altered
so that functions of x and t and differentiations and integrations with re-
spect to x and t are written as functions of g and/or r and differentiation
and integration with respect to or r, respectively.
Substituting v(,,r) for v(x(t),t) in the vibrational equation and mak-
ing use of the above relations, simplifying, evaluating one of the integrals
and rearranging terms ields the desired form of the vibrational equation,
comparable to Eq. 3.1, with all expressions functions of g and r.
EIt2 -(g2 - t. -1) [2 >z 2 
C Co
2- 1 a 
-U -(-j) vd 
and t as 
-Tot--( =1 1 iv 2 )d} o
(3.20)
Tot2 o 13r I 7V2 ) -+- 2u l'd' -
·m - m -- -
29
-- {12 0 , I o 2 u~l)d~}0
{o 02 02
fo v - 1 v 2 1 -1 I (
.-211 V 2 Co oJ l)v } d{ (3.21)
3.4 Separation of Variables
It is assumed that the lateral displacement of the beam, v. is equal to a sum-
mation of admissible functions multiplied by time dependent coefficients.
This is written in vector notation as
V(.: t) =, r) ()() .22)
where 1, is a reference length and y and 77 are nondimensional and given by
5r () = (,/2 .. ,n)
<i(r) = (771 r2, .. ,n )
n is arbitrary and is equal to the number of admissible functions included
in the analysis. The admissible function i is assumed to be equal to the
ith modeshape of a uniform slender cantilevered beam of length 1. Note
that this means 7/ is orthogonal to 7j for i j. Explicitly, this modeshape
is given by
Yi(~) = cos Ei - cosheji - 3i(sin ei - sinheij)] (3.23)
where
cos e - cosh i3i =. (3.24)
sin ei - sinh e,
This modeshape satisfies the boundry conditions
(o) = dO d2 () d3 () (3.25)
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Note that the fourth derivative of a7 with respect to x is equal to a constant
multiple of 7y itself. Specifically,
d47
d- 4 = Aq (3.26)





Additionally, this modeshape satisfies the following orthonormality relation
f0~qd( - I (3.28)
where I is the identity matrix.
3.5 Transformation to O.D.E. form
3.5.1 Transformation of Vibrational Equation to O.D.E.
form
To transform the partial differential equation governing vibrational motion.
Eq. 3.20. to an ordinary differential equation the substitution of Eq. 3.22 is
made. The equation is then premultiplied by and integrated over from
0 to 1. removing the dependence on from the equation.
Substituting v -= I,rT(()r(T) into the vibrational equation, premulti-
plying by (l) and integrating from 0 to 1 yields
4EI4 d10 o- 2I 1 j' -(2 2 -1) "Td
00 o2 2 
~0 02~~00
-1- 7-lj/o 2 1 d








[ ~ .f T ~ j 1
ffq
-Ia a 'UT j' T d4 dX0 O'9J ~







Evaluating integrals and rearranging terms yields
o
l,.r I - N -1 0 011~ oo~ _ oU~l{d}
o2
P)-12 Q-12
I2 T - 2
-0 -' _ G Gr1
21 1













So that each individual term is nondimensional, the equation is multiplied
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(3.44)- A-'z7"(°) {-26 2}
= A-'"(0) = {2 }
6 2
(3.45)
Numerical values of all the above integrals and matricies are given in ap-
pendix E.
3.5.2 Transformation of Rotational Equation to O.D.E.
form
The substitution of Eq. 3.22 is made to Eq. 3.21, the rotational equation






-2=1- - 0 -
oi 2 0 _1 1 T °°
I 1 0 +I l2 iTI J 7
- ±l 7 l{ oo 00 2
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00 T 1lr 2 1 - 0 21 D 0 0 1 IT020 ,irD~- 2 l0lqi  7~ - 01 , 'i Dr7 (3.46)
To nondimensionalize each individual term, the rotational equation is mul-
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3.6 State Vector Representation
For computational convenience the equations are rewritten in the form
00 0











Since the nonlinear equations of motion
length of the beam. matricies M. C and
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This equation is the first order form of the dynamics equations of motion
for the spacecraft structure. In this form the equations are easily integrated
numerically using a 4 th order Runge - Kutta scheme. The system response
to either an applied torque or a prescribed angular acceleration is deter-








Certain simplifications of the spacecraft equations of motion provide inter-
esting special cases for comparison with existing data. Section 4.1 presents
the nonrotating extending case. the rotating nonextending case, and the
linearized. rotating extending case. Section 4.2 examines new findings of
improved WISP spacecraft response due to an analysis including nonlinear
terms.
4.1 Special Cases
4.1.1 Nonrotating, Extending Appendage Case
Reduced Equations
The linear nonrotating. extending equation is:
Vibrational Equation
o0 00 o 
N T (N- P) - Q4 A 0 (4.1)




Tabarok. B., et. al., 9i published numerical results of a clamped - free beam
modelled with a single cantilevered modeshape extending at a constant rate
of 108 m/s. The beam stiffness divided by the mass per unit length is
EI1
- = 1.56 x 10s m 4 /sec 2
m
The graphs shown in Fig. 4.1 were created by simulating these same
conditions and concur precisely with those published in 9,;. The graphs
show the tip displacement as a function of time for two different sets of
"initial" conditions. The top two graphs, case A. correspond to r(t = .) =
0, i(t = .5) = .1360827635 sec-l. The bottom graphs, case B, correspond
to r(t = .5) = 2.520051176 x 10-3, rj(t = .5) = 0 sec -1 . The curves
were obtained by starting at t=.5 seconds and solving the equations both
backward and forward in time.
The unusual values of the "initial" conditions are necessary since r is
proportional to some function of instantaneous length multiplied by the
modeshape coefficients used by Tabarrok.
4.1.2 Rotating, Nonextending Appendage Case
Reduced Equations
The linear rotating. nonextending equations are:
Vibrational Equation
7l {8 TT- } = ° (4.2)
Rotational Equation
m- a= ( ) { (4.3)
The nonlinear rotating, nonextending equations are:
Vibrational Equation
,T-2 G - G '-
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Test Results
Rvan 141 presents numerical results of a spin-up maneuver of
length cantilevered beam with the following properties:
a constant
EI = 1.4 x 104 Nm2 m = 1.2 kg/mrn I = 10 m
The beam rotation is prescribed by
-- ) ( sin - rad/sec 0<t < 15sec
- 1,= 6 rad/'sec t > 15sec
and is modelled with the first 3 natural modes of a cantilevered beam. The
results shown in Fig. 4.2. which duplicate Ryan's "New Theory" results, use
the same beam properties but only include the first cantilevered modeshape.
The graphs show various parameters for the nonlinear case on the left and
the linear case on the right.
4.1.3 Rotating, Extending Appendage Case (Linear)
Reduced Equations
The linear rotating, extending equations are:
Vibrational Equation
0 00 co
77ON {ff} - 201 
002I I } I(4.
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Test Results
A test of a linear. rotating and retracting system was made by Stephen
Gates 10. i11'. The model used was identical to the one used to develop
the equations of motion in Chapter 2. The system charactereistics were:
Ih = 746770.8333 kg. m2 EI = 1676 Nnm2 m =.335 kg/m
The length of each beam was originally 150 meters. At t = 10 seconds the
beams are retracted at the rate of meter per second. After 135 seconds
the retraction stops and the structure continues to rotate. The hub inertia
was picked to be 746770.8333 so that the final rigid body inertia of the
system would be half of the initial inertia. The results shown in Fig. 4.3
match those computed by Gates. The final angular velocity oscillates about
a value equal to approximately twice the inital angular velocity, as expected
from the smaller rotational inertia. Angular momentum is conserved.
4.2 Nonlinear Rotating Extending Appendage
Analysis
The nonlinear, rotating extending beam equations are the complete non-
linear equations of the system given in Chapter 3. For convenience, they
are repeated here.
Vibrational Equation
oo 221 294 GT 0 ,{ 2G0TtI 7 77 I
-
N - GI .I f
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Rotational Equation
Totr ( __ 1 (l)-T D )°
2m 3 2ml 3 -
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-
12 12 )[{ {}T] t (4.8)
Fig. 4.4 shows two comparison tests of a linear extending beam analysis
on the left and a nonlinear extending beam on the right. The spacecraft
modelled was the WISP structure, whose properties are given by 12.
Ih = 1.2 x 106 kg. m2 EI = 1676 Nm 2 m = .335 kg/m
The structure is rotating at an initial angular velocity of .1 rad/sec and the
2 beams are each initially 10 meters long. During a 500 second interval
the beams are retracted to a length of 100 meters, using a smooth retrac-
tion path. In the linear case 2 modes were included in the analysis. The
nonlinear case required 5 modes and the solution may attain 5-10c better
accuracy by including yet higher modes. The differences between the linear
and nonlinear simulation for this apparently "slow and gentle" retraction
are dramatic. The maximum tip displacement of 208 meters for the linear
case is well beyond the bounds of small displacement theory. However, the
maximum displacement in the of nonlinear analysis of 22 meters is approx-
imately 20% of the beam length, ell within the moderate displacement
assumption.
42
The stiffening of the structure due to the inclusion of nonlinear 2 terms
is the primary cause of smaller displacements shown in the nonlinear anal-
ysis. Omitting nonlinear terms with qr2 or )2 elements was found to show
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The equations of motion for a 2-beam-and-hub spacecraft model including
large-but-moderate beam deflection and time-varying beam length are iden-
tified and written in integral partial differential equation form as Eqs. 3.1
and 3.2. The solution of these equations through transformation to ordi-
nary differential equation form and numerical integration with a 4 th order
Runge-Kutta method has been shown to corroborate results of previous
research efforts for various simplified subcases.
The computer simulation has been demonstrated to provide complete
nonlinear dynamics analysis of a spacecraft model with time-varying beam
lengths. Specifically. an analysis of the WISP space mission has shown the
values of beam tip displacement for a gentle retraction maneuver. Addition-
ally, it has been demonstrated through this simulation that it is sometimes
necessary to include second order nonlinear effects in apparently gentle
maneuvers for acceptable accuracy.
Recomrmendations
A useful extension to this work would be a graph of maximum tip dis-
placement for different cases of beam stiffness, rotation and extension rate.
Another useful addition would be the identification of the limits of the anal-
ysis goverened by the assumption of the inclusion of only second order of
lower terms in the lateral displacement variable. In particular, if angular
acceleration and velocity are equal in order of magnitude to the mode-
shape coefficient. r77 additional terms should be included in the derivation
48
to maintain consistency.
Major efforts in the future might include the addition of out-of-plane
deflection of the beam, the investigation of using a more physically accurate
structural model for the beam. such as a Timoshenko beam rather than
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Appendix A
Consequences of Axial Rigidity
This appendix addresses the consequences of the assumed axial rigidity of the
neutral axis.
Relationship Between Longitudinal and Lateral Coordinate
It is assumed in this analysis that (See Eq. 2)
2 4uz " t.~ < 1
and that the position vector expressed in the body frame is given by (See Eq. 1)
R = {(t) -u(X t), v(x, t), O}
It then follows that an element of length along the deformed beam, ds. is given by
ds = (dz -,- du)2 - dV2 (A.1)
d= xv/(~- U. )2 _ t,2 (A.2)
Expanding the term under the radical and using a Taylor series approximation
yields
12ds d(l tu , 2,2 ( (A.3)
Since the assumed axial rigidity of the neutral-axis requires that ds = dx,
Eq. A.3 implies that 1u 2t, (A.4)
hich is consistent ith the assumption at  of the same order as 2 E. 2.2).







This appendix shows two methods which explain that the well known moment-
displacement relation for linear small-displacement analysis remains valid for the
present case where
2 4U2 , '4 < 1
Method 1: Elasticity
The elastic displacement components may be written as
Tv
u = u - (B.1)
u2 = v (B.2)
U3 = 0 (B.3)
where z is the coordinate perpendicular to the neutral axis.
The general strain-displacement relation reads
aell {(al )2 (aU2)2 _(U3)2}
a1x 2 ax ax ax
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_u_ Ilau, 19U2 U3
_ 0U(l 1 )_ I (0u2)2 ) )2} (B.4)
ax 2&ax 2 x ax(
Since u, is the derivative of the axial displacement coordinate u, and u, is of
the order of v2, u. is a fourth order term and can be eliminated. Eq. B.4 may be
approximated as
au1 1 au 2 (aU3) 2 1
ell = 1 +x -2{( )2 (B.5)
1 x 2 ax ax
which, upon substitution for the displacement coordinates, becomes
12
el = u2u + v2- zv , (B.6)
The mornent-displacement is then readily obtained by evaluating
h
II = - bzoll dz (B.7)
where cr]l Eell
bEz{u, - zt- Z2,,,dz (B.8)
= EIz,, (B.9)
Method 2: Curvature
The moment.l(s). is defined as
.l (s) = EI (B. 10)
and the beam curvature. . is defined bv
ds
From Fig. B.1 it can be seen that
dv
sin(O) = d (B.12)
Differentiating both sides of this equation with respect to s ields
d2v d
d2= cosb 6- (B.13)
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Figure B.1: Beam Arc Length vs. Coordinate Length
dv
dx
and using this relation with Eq. B.11, can be expressed as
d2v d2v
K = d3 (B.14)
ds cos 1- (B.14)
Using the expression for sin from Eq. B.12 yields
d 2v d2 d
__; = d2 (1 - 2 (B.15)
- ( )2 d
This result can be expanded in the binomial series
d2v 1 d2v) 3 d2v
= (1+ ( )2 ( )4 + _ *_) (B.16)S 2 ds2 8 ds 2 (.6)
Since this analysis includes no nonlinear terms higher than second order, every
term but the first can be eliminated to yield the approximation
d2v
ds 2 (B.17)
Note that this value is the same as the linear approximation to Ic.
Substituting Eq. B.17 into Eq. B.10 and noting that axial rigidity demands
that ds = d yields the identical result as Eq. B.9, namely,





The traditional form of the equation for the modeshapes of a clamped-free (can-
tilevered) beam was shown in Eq. 3.23 and is repeated here for clarity
,i (E) = cos(Eci)- cosh(Ei)- (sin(ei)- sinh(ei)) (C.1)
where
3i cos() - cosh(,E) (C.2)
sin(E ) - sinh(e )
It is observed 17- that the numerical calculation of the above form of yi () is
prone to certain computer related inaccuracies. In particular, the hyperbolic func-
tions sinh and cosh generally have much larger magnitudes than the trigonometric
functions sin and cos. For large values of the argument e a problem known as
"catastrophic cancellation" results in the loss of significant digits in yi (i).
This problem can be avoided by eliminating additions of very large numbers of
opposite algebraic sign. A new form of the modeshapes can be obtained through
algebraic manipulation by adding and subracting sinh(e/~) to Eq. C.1. The result-
ing form of the equation is
i() =cos(ei)- e- 4 - 3i sin(ei) -(i - 1) sinh(ei) (C.3)
where
3i 1 =cos(ei) - e-E - sin(ei) (C.4)
sin(e)- sinh(e)
All four terms in Eq. C.3 are of order 1 or less, resulting in a more numerically




Energy Method Derivation of
the Equations of Motion
In order to verify that the derivation using Newton's method for the nonlinear
equations of the nonextending beam was performed correctly, the same analysis
was repeated using Lagrange's equations. This appendix outlines the process of
that energy method derivation.
It is desired to calculate the transverse deflection of a rotating, extending beam.
The assumptions are the same as those used in the Newton's method derivation
(see section 2.1). Fig. 2.1 shows the beam conventions. The variables used in this
analysis are the same as those used for the Newton's method analysis.
Lagrange's Equations
Lagrange's equations of motion are shown below
d (T 8T 0I'
d-t i aTOqi Q j - i = 1 2,..., n - 1 (D.1)
where T is the kinetic energy of the system
V is the potential energy of the system
qi is the jth generalized coordinate, 0, 71, ... , h
Qi is the generalized force applied at coordinate i
n is the number of flexible beam modes
Kinetic Energy
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The vector locates any point p' on the deformed beam. as shown in Fig. 2.2.
The kinetic energy of the beam, T, is given by
T R d (D.2)
where m is t  mass/length of  beam
where rn is the mass/length of the beam
I is the length of the beam
The vector R can be represented by
R = Xt j- ' (D.3)
and Eq. D.2 can then be rewritten as
T = I' m(X 2 ')dx (D.4)
Fig. 2.2 also shows the transverse displacement v, and the axial displacement u,
of any point p along the undeformed neutral axis of the beam to its deformed
position. p'. X and Y' locate p' and are given by
N = ( - u)cos9 -o sin9 (D.5)
Y = (x - u)sin - v cos9 (D.6)
Using these expressions, the kinetic energy can be expressed in terms of 0 and v
as
T = 2 m'uu - 22.- (v 2 -_2 _-u2 _ 2;u)92 + 2i( + u) - i,2'd (D.7)2 J
Potential Energy
The potential energy of a bending beam is given by
1/0
U' = - EI 2dz (D.8)




Combining this result with Eq. D.8, the potential energy equation of a beam
bending with moderate angle displacements is given by
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110 EI( 2 )2 dx (D.10)
Assumed Modes Solution
It is assumed that v can be represented as a summation of orthogonal modes:
n
V = E]/,7i(~)i (r) (D.11)
i=l
with derivatives
dt = A trr) dr () (D.12)
ash = E 0n (OR. () (D.13)1-)'l (D.14)
dX2 E 2r Od2 (T)




and t, is a constant reference time
I4 is a constant reference length
It can be shown that these modes satisfy the orthonormality relation
fo i (( )-y (( )dX = i j (D.17)







The expression for the axial displacement u was given as Eq. A.4 and is repeated
here.
(D.18)u(x) = - Io (Ov )2da
Note that a is simply a dummy variable for z. With the substitutions
Eq. D.11 through Eq. D.14, u and its time derivatives become
u =-2 IY rjj Yj>' jd ~2 Jon n
au = -. ,




au 2 Jo n I nI
t 2 ij i Z jt i=t j=
n n
7jk=1 k =17k 1l dE
k=l 1=1
Once again using the expressions given by Eq. D.11 through Eq. D.14,
V 2 _ - 2 is written as
12 0Z 7"ik y Jy '[ d -ty--y ya -E 4d 2j k ,
t jk i -r t 3 k I , I l
the quantity
0O 1, da -
0 E 12r _-12 2 .-
r i
i > 7j 77k Tl1
.7le
I o l I Ii -,yj -k 71da -I -L L r/i j I7 vj ai J 'J
12 o2 12 
7 - 0 z 7i z Z ick 0 y >' da - 2~)
i r r i 1 /
(D.22)
Solving Lagrange's Equations
In this section the individual terms of Lagrange's equations are evaluated.
The first generalized coordinate, ql, is the rotational degree of freemdom, 0. The
remaining qi's, i = 2 .... n - 1 correspond to rh1 through ,. The first step in
evaluating the first term of Lagrange's equations is to evaluate aT/gqi for i =
1, ql = . This expression is
L8jo 2 m Y 2)dx
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(D.21)
=-3tFJ,' C E E E 7z d k d'i jk
12
ml J 12qi2 1242 _ 42 E E C E jk j iYi acd




3 zzz , i / ol /r l Ykj JO j 7ldad
. t r
m1 3 hI0 r4da 1 ni 3 a
7. .7 yidc d l 77,
2t, *" 9 ~yZ rlhJ rbirj4a - d (D.24)
The second step in evaluating the first term of Lagrange's equations is to take the
time derivative of the previous two equations. The time derivative of Eq. D.23 is





13 C i i i k I I
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f C4yjda d0 J
7j'kda - 2)
Tai tj k
The time derivative of Eq. D.24 is
m13
tr
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The second term of Lagrange's equations evaluated at q = 0 is
T= - j m(s2 l . )d =o





j, m(X 2 _ 2)d]
Tl I k i z 7 7?da d
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The rotational equation of motion
the first. second and third terms for qj
tr2/ml 3 . This equation is
Jl El 2 )d2 d022
li11 1 4<7I 0 7 7
(D.30)
(D.31)
for the svstem is obtained b combining
= q = 0 and multiplying the equation by
T,,t, 2 c o 00 Joo 1
M13 = y y ( i lj lk - r~ 7 - r j qk )J Yi 0I , dacd
1 ti 2 k2 _ 1 7 qk I
i j I Y d] 0 jY




-2 7 Th i 7i't 7'j da d
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Z'/~'/k 7j~j 7j~kd~ 15° ·~i (5 7o ) ~tk;5""~Y(D.32)
Combining the first, second and third terms whose degree of freedom is r where
2 < m < n - 1, dividing by ml and rearranging terms results in the n equations
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When all third order nonlinear terms are eliminated it can be seen that these
eqations match the second order nonlinear equations for a nonextending beam
that are derived in section 3.2 using Newton's method. Namely,
Rotational Equation
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The inertial integrals are calculated by implementing the same 4 th order Runge-
Kutta numerical integration scheme used for the solution of the ordinary differen-





y() = f (a) da
Therefore
I = y(b)






























N = f (1 - )77a' dE
0.500000000 - 0.654951274 - 0.228695631 - 0.116424680 - 0.070391535
0.500000000 - 1.63740540 -0.754049957 -0.446425915
N = 0.500000000 - 2.75996685 - 1.36488152
Nij = Nji , i j 0.500000000 - 3.81629467
0.500000000
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P = (1 - )j' Td
o




























B =J 0 7' (1- 2)Tf d
2.38667297 - 1.37171078 - 1.58475876 - 1.09282684
12.9564495 0.338815749 - 5.82370186









The individual matricies in the 3-dimensional array A are:
As= J 5'•<" d
26.3730469 - 18.4942169 - 16.4187469 - 10.6408157
143.575958 - 6.98174000 - 62.6827240



















































































- 0.388771832 - 0.019708782












































































R, = I '-fi ( - 1)fT d
The individual matricies in the 3-dimensional array F are:


















































- 0.024980824 0.229944646 - 7.71646309
- 10.6361389 - 3.66717815
F4 = 21.5275269
SYM.
0.004678264 - 0.191102862 0.877098024
- 0.054310787 - 19.3674316
























OUTPUT FROM XPRTUTIL FOR RMH3834
AT 01:39:41 ON 05/18/88 - RMH3834.THESIS.FORT
ccCCCCCCCCCCCcCC cCccCcCccCCCcCcCcCccCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCOOOO100
C C00000200
C SOLVE.FORT - CALCULATES SPATIAL VARIABLE RESPONSE OF A NONLINEAR C00000300
C AND INEXTENSIBLE ROTATING 2 BEAM DYNAMIC SYSTEM C00000400
C C00000500











COMMON /PRSCRB/ PREVAR 00001700
COMMON /FLAG/ IFLAG 00001800
COMMON /MATRIX/ A,D,EPS,PMAT,BETA 00001900
COMMON /PARAM/ V1,V2,V3 00002000
COMMON /TORQ/ XINRTA,THETAR 00002100
COMMON /CNSTNT/ EI,XMASSL,TR,XLEN,XLENT0,XIHUB,XLENP,XLENPP 00002110
COMMON /COUNT/ KSPEC 00002120
COMMON /GAMA/ GAMMAL,GAMAPL 00002130
COMMON /TEST/ VIBTST,PSI 00002140
00002200
00002300
C READ VALUES FOR USER SUPPLIED CONS.- 'TS 00002400
00002500
READ (7,*) T 00002600
READ (7,*) N 00002700
READ (7,*) TR 00002800
READ (7,*) IMAX 00002900
READ (7,*) DT 00003000
READ (7,*) IFLAG(1) 00003100
READ (7,*) IFLAG(2) 00003200
READ (7,*) IFLAG(3) 00003300
READ (7,*) IFLAG(4) 00003400
READ (7,*) EI 00003500
READ (7,*) XMASSL 00003510
READ (7,*) THETAR 00003600
READ (7,*) XLENTO 00003610
READ (7,*) XIHUB 00003700
00004000
NS = 2+2*N 00004100
00004200
C INITIAL CONDITIONS 00004300
DO 101 I=I,NS 00004400














C ASSEMBLE TIME INVARIANT PORTIONS OF MATRICES A AND D, AND 00005400
C CALCULATE GAMMA(X=L) FOR ALL MODES 00005500
C 00005600
CALL SETUP(N) 00005700
VTIPMX = 0.DO 00005800
XLEN = XLENTO 00005810
00005900
C INTEGRATE EQUATIONS AND WRITE STATE 00006000
00006100
DO 102 I=i,IMAX+1 00006200
00006300
C IF (MOD((I-1),10).EQ.0) THEN 00006600
00006700
IF (KSPEC.EQ.1) THEN 00006800
WRITE(6,*) 'IN SOLVE, SS =',(SS(J),J=1,NS) 00006801
ENDIF 00006802
00006803
SUM = 0.DO 00006804
DO 103 J = 1,N 00006810
SUM = SUM+GAMMAL(J)*SS(J+I) 00006820
103 CONTINUE 00006830
00006840
VTIP = XLENTO*SUM 00006850
IF (DABS(VTIP).GT.DABS(VTIPMX)) THEN 00006860
VTIPMX = VTIP 00006870
ENDIF 00006880
00006900
WRITE (17,1001) T*TR,(SS(L),L=i,NS),PREVAR,VTIP,XLEN,ANGMOM 00007000









C IF (MOD((I-1),50).EQ.0) THEN 00007602
C KSPEC = 1 00007603
C ELSE 00007604
KSPEC = 0 00007605
C ENDIF 00007606
00007610

















C <<<<<<<<< RUNGE >>>>>>>>> C00008900
C C00009000










TI = T 00010100
00010101
IF (KSPEC.EQ.1) THEN 00010110




DO 10 I=1,NS 00010200
SSI(I) = SS(I) 00010300
10 CONTINUE 00010400
IC=1 00010500
CALL DERIV (TI,SSI,SSPI,IC,NS,N) 00010600
00010601
IF (KSPEC.EQ.1) THEN 00010610




DO 20 I=I,NS 00010800
D1(I) = DT*SSPI(I) 00010900
20 CONTINUE 00011000
00011100
C COPY STATES AND... 00011200
C 00011300
29 TI = T +DT/2.DO 00011400
DO 30 I=1,NS 00011500
SSI(I) = SS(I) + D(I)/2.DO 00011600
30 CONTINUE 00011700
IC=2 00011800
CALL DERIV (TI,SSI,SSPI,IC,NS,N) 00011900
DO 40 I=1,NS 00012000
D2(I) = DT*SSPI(I) 00012100
40 CONTINUE 00012200
C 00012300
DO 50 I=1,NS 00012400
SSI(I) = SS(I) + D2(I)/2.DO 00012500
50 CONTINUE 00012600
IC=3 00012700
CALL DERIV (TI,SSI,SSPI,IC,NS,N) 00012800
DO 60 I=I,NS 00012900
D3(I) = DT*SSPI(I) 00013000
60 CONTINUE
C
TI = T + DT
DO 70 I=1,NS























































































































C MATRICES, PERFORM SOME PRELIMINARY NONLINEAR CALCULATIONS 00017900




IF (IFLAG(2).EQ.1) THEN 00018200
C 00018300
C CALCULATE ETA TRANSPOSE * D 00018400
C 00018500
DO 201 I = 1,N 00018600
X = O.ODO 00018700
DO 202 J=1,N 00018800
00018900
X = X+SS(1+J)*D(J,I) 00019000
00019100
202 CONTINUE 00019200




C CALCULATE THE TWO DIMENSIONAL G MATRIX FORMED BY MULTIPLYING 00019700
C THE THREE DIMENSIONAL ARRAY A BY ETA 00019710
C 00019800
DO 203 I = 1,N 00019900
DO 204 J = 1,N 00020000
X = O.ODO 00020100
DO 205 K = 1,N 00020200
00020300
X = X + A(I,J,K)*SS(1+K) 00020400
00020500
205 CONTINUE 00020600





C IF, IN ADDITION TO GEO. NONLINEAR TERMS EXTENSION IS INCLUDED, 00021020
C CALCULATE THE TWO DIMENSIONAL MATRICIES S AND XH FORMED BY 00021021
C MULTIPLYING THE THREE DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS R AND F BY ETA 00021030
C 00021040
00021041
IF (IFLAG(4).EQ.1) THEN 00021042
00021043
DO 371 I = 1,N 00021050
DO 372 J = 1,N 00021060
X1 = O.ODO 00021070
X2 = .ODO 00021071
DO 373 K = 1,N 00021080
00021090
X1 = X + RARRAY(I,J,K)*SS(i+K) 00021091
X2 = X2 + FARRAY(I,J,K)*SS(1+K) 00021092
00021093
373 CONTINUE 00021094
S(J,I) = Xl 00021095





C ALSO CALCULATE ETA TRANSPOSE TIMES XGMAT 00021101
C 00021102
00021103
DO 351 I = 1,N 00021104
X=O.DO 00021105
DO 352 J = 1,N 00021106
00021107
X = X + SS(i+J)*XGMAT(J,I) 00021108
00021109
352 CONTINUE 00021110







C CALL SUBROUTINE SETUPX TO PERFORM PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS 00021118
C IF EXTENSION IS INCLUDED 00021119
C 00021120
00021121






C BEGIN ASSEMBLING MATRICES - START BY ZEROING ALL MATRICIES 00021300
C 00021500
00021600
DO 101 I = 1,N+l 00021700
DO 102 J = ,N+l 00021710
00021720
XM(I,J) = 0.ODO 00021800
C(I,J) = 0.DO 00021801






C INCLUDE THE LINEAR NONEXTENTING TERMS OF THE XM MATRIX 00022020
C 00022040
00022050
XM(1,1) = XMRR 00022051
DO 103 I = 1,N 00022060
XM(I+i,I+i) = 1.ODO 00022070
XM(1,I+1) = XMRV(I) 00022071





C INCLUDE THE LINEAR NONEXTENTING TERMS OF THE XK MATRIX 00023200
C 00023300
00023400
DO 104 I = 1,N 00024111





C INCLUDE GEOMETRIC NONLINEAR ROTATIONAL TERMS IF SUCH TERMS 00025700
C ARE IN THE ANALYSIS. 00025800
C 00025900
00026000
IF (IFLAG(2).EQ.1) THEN 00026100
00026200
C 00026300
C CALCULATE ETATD * ETA, STORE IN VARIABLE X, ADD 00026400
C X TO XMRR TO CALCULATE COMPLETE XM(1,1) TERM 00026500
C 00026600
00026700
X = 0.ODO 00026800
DO 107 I = 1,N 00026900
X = X + ETATD(I)*SS(1+I) 00027000
107 CONTINUE 00027100
00027200
XM(1,1) = XMRR + (XLENTO/XLEN)**2*X 00027300
00027400
C 00027500




DO 108 I=1,N 00027900
X = O.ODO 00028000
DO 109 J = 1,N 00028100
X = X+.5D0*G(J,I)*SS(I+J)-G(I,J)*SS(l+J) 00028200
109 CONTINUE 00028300








C CRR TERM 00029720
C 00029730
DO 120 I = 1,N 00029750




C IF EXTENSION IS INCLUDED, ADD ADDITIONAL GEOMETRIC 00029900
C NONLINEAR TERMS TO C(l,1) 00029910
C 00030000
00030001
IF (IFLAG(4).EQ.1) THEN 00030002
00030010
X = O.DO 00030011
DO 353 I = 1,N 00030012
C X = X + EXGMAT(I)*SS(i+I) 00030013
X = X + ETATD(I)*SS(I+I) 00030014
353 CONTINUE 00030015





C CALCULATE GEOMETRIC NONLINEAR CVR TERMS 00030030
C 00030040
DO 121 I = 1,N 00030100
X = 0.ODO 00030200
DO 122 J = 1,N 00030300
X = X + G(J,I)*SS(2+N+J)-G(I,J)*SS(2+N+J) 00030400
122 CONTINUE 00030500




C IF EXTENSION IS INCLUDED, ADD EXTENDING GEO NL TERMS 00030730
C 00030740
00030750
IF (IFLAG(4).EQ.1) THEN 00030760
00030770
DO 355 I = 1,N 00030780
DO 356 J = 1,N 00030800
00030810











C INCLUDE GYROSCOPIC NONLINEAR TERMS TO THE K MATRIX, IF SUCH 00031200
C TERMS ARE IN THE ANALYSIS 00031300
C 00031400
00031500
IF (IFLAG(3).EQ.1) THEN 00031600
00031700
DO 126 I = 1,N 00031800
DO 127 J = 1,N 00031900







C IF EXTENSION IS INCLUDED, ADD THE APPROPRIATE LINEAR TERMS TO 00032502
C THE DAMPING AND STIFFNESS MATRICIES 00032503
C 00032504
00032505
IF (IFLAG(4).EQ.1) THEN 00032506
00032507
C(1,1) = C(1,1) + XLENP/XLEN 00032508
00032509
DO 802 I = 1,N 00032510





DO 803 I = 1,N 00032518
DO 804 J = 1,N 00032519
00032520





DO 805 I = 1,N 00032526
DC 806 J = 1,N 00032527
00032528






DO 807 I=i,N 00032535







C IF ANGULAR VELOCITY IS PRESCRIBED, BRANCH TO A DIFFERENT 00032543
C SECTION OF THE PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE STATE EQUATIONS 00032544
C 00032545
00032546
IF (IFLAG(1).EQ.0) GO TO 1000 00032547
00032550
C 00032600
C ASSEMBLE FORCING FUNCTION ARRAY, F 00032700
C 00032800
CALL TORQUE(TI,X) 00033600
PREVAR = X 00033700
F(1,1) = PREVAR 00033710
00033800
C 00035100
C SET UP REMAINDER OF VECTOR F. 00035200
C 00035500
00035600
DO 130 I = 2,N+1 00035800




C PUT EQUATIONS IN COMPLETE STATE VECTOR FORM 00036300
C - FIRST FIND M INVERSE 00036400
C 00036500
DO 131 I = 1,N+l 00036600
DO 132 J = 1,N+l 00036700
00036800









C WRITE (6,*) 'XMINV ' 00039300
C DO 707 I=i,N+l 00039400
C WRITE (6,*) XMINV(I,1),XMINV(I,2),XMINV(I,3) 00039500
C 707 CONTINUE 00039600
00039700
C 00039800
C CALCULATE ELEMENTS OF N MATRIX 00039900
C 00040000
00040100
CALL MATMLT (11,11,11,N+1,N+l,N+l,XMINV,XK,XNMK) 00040200
CALL MATMLT (11,11,11,N+l,N+l,N+l,XMINV,C,XNMC) 00040210
CALL MATMLT (11,1,11,N+1,1,N+l,XMINV,F,PMF) 00040400
00041040
C 00041100
C STATE VECTOR EQUATION 00041200
C 00041300
00041400
DO 140 I = 1,N+l 00041500
SSP(I) = SS(N+1+I) 00041600
140 CONTINUE 00041700
00041800
DO 141 I = 1,N+l 00041900
X = O.ODO 00042000
DO 142 J 1,N+l 00042100
X =X - XNMK(I,J)*SS(J)-XNMC(I,J)*SS(N+1+J) 00042200
142 CONTINUE 00042300




C CALCULATE VIBRATIONAL TEST 00042512
C 00042513
00042514
IF (IC.EQ.1) THEN 00042515
00042516
DO = O.DO 00042517
D1 = O.DO 00042518
D2 = O.DO 00042519
NTPSIN = O.DO 00042520
NDPSIN = O.DO 00042521
00042522
DO 1301 I = 1,N 00042523
DO = DO + GAMMAL(I)*SS(1+I) 00042524
D1 = D + GAMAPL(I)*SS(1+I) 00042525
D2 = D2 + GAMMAL(I)*SSP(2+N+I) 00042526
1301 CONTINUE 00042527
00042528
DO 1302 I = 1,N 00042529
DO 1303 J = 1,N 00042530
NTPSIN = NTPSIN + SS(1+I)*PSI(I,J)*SS(1+J) 00042531




RHS = XLENPP/XLEN*Di-SSP(2+N)/XLEN*DO 00042536
& -2.DO*SS(2+N)*XLENTO/XLEN*DO*D1-SS(2+N)**2*D1 00042537
00042538









GO TO 999 00042560
00042600
C 00042700
C SINCE ANGULAR ACCEL. HAS BEEN PRESCRIBED, CALCULATE THE STATE 00042800
C EQUATIONS IN THIS SIMPLER MANNER 00042900
C - FIRST CALCULATE THETPP (PRESCRIBED ANGULAR VELOCITIES) 00043000




C THIS SECTION PRESCRIBES A BANG-BANG MANEUVER 00043040
C 00043050
00043100
C1000 IF (TI.GT.1.DO) THEN 00043208
C THETPP=0.DO 00043209
C ELSE 00043211
C IF (TI.GT..5D0) THEN 00043212
C THETPP = -4.D0*.175D0/TR**2 00043213
C ELSE 00043214





C THIS SECTION PRESCRIBES THE R.R.RYAN SPINUP MANEUVER 00043221
C 00043222
00043223
1000 IF (TI.GT.1.DO) THEN 00043224
THETPP=0.DO 00043225
ELSE 00043226




C THIS SECTION ELIMINATES THE ROTATIONAL DEGREE OF FREEDOM 00043231













DO 301 I = ,N+l 00043269
SSP(I) = SS(N+i+I) 00043270
301 CONTINUE 00043271
00043272
SSP(N+2) = THETPP 00043273
DO 302 I = 1,N 00043274
SUM = 0.DO 00043275
DO 303 J = 1,N+l 00043276
00043277
SUM = SUM + XK(I+i,J)*SS(J) + C(I+i,J)*SS(N+i+J) 00043278
00043279
303 CONTINUE 00043280




PREVAR = THETPP 00043300
999 CONTINUE 00043500
00043501
IF (KSPEC.EQ.l.AND.IC.EQ.1) THEN 00043520
C 00043521
C WRITE ALL INFORMATION FOR DEBUGGING PURPOSES 00043522
C 00043523
00043524
WRITE (6,*) 'A' 00043525
DO 1101 I = 1,N 00043526
DO 1102 K = 1,N 00043527
WRITE(6,*) (A(I,K,J),J=i,N) 00043528
1102 CONTINUE 00043529
WRITE (6,*) 'THAT WAS A',I 00043530
1101 CONTINUE 00043531
00043532
WRITE (6,*) 'R' 00043533
DO 1103 I = 1,N 00043534
DO 1104 K = 1,N 00043535
WRITE(6,*) (RARRAY(I,K,J),J=I,N) 00043536
1104 CONTINUE 00043537
WRITE (6,*) 'THAT WAS R',I 00043538
1103 CONTINUE 00043539
00043540
WRITE (6,*) 'F' 00043541
DO 1105 I = 1,N 00043542
DO 1106 K = 1,N 00043543
WRITE(6,*) (FARRAY(I,K,J),J=1,N) 00043544
1106 CONTINUE 00043545
WRITE (6,*) 'THAT WAS F',I 00043546
1105 CONTINUE 00043547
00043548
WRITE (6,*) 'M' 00043549
DO 704 I=I,N+l 00043550
WRITE (6,*) (XM(I,J),J=i,N+I) 00043551
704 CONTINUE 00043552
00043553
WRITE (6,*) 'C' 00043554
DO 705 I=l,N+l 00043555
WRITE (6,*) C(I,1),C(I,2),C(I,3) 00043556
705 CONTINUE 00043557
00043558
WRITE (6,*) 'K' 00043559
DO 706 I=1,N+l 00043560
WRITE (6,*) XK(I,1),XK(I,2),XK(I,3) 00043561
706 CONTINUE 00043562
00043563
WRITE (6,*) 'XN' 00043564






























WRITE (6,*) 'XLENPP,XMRR =',XLENPP,XMRR
WRITE (6,*) ' '
WRITE (6,*) 'V1,V2,V3 =',V1,V2,V3
WRITE (6,*) 'EI,XMASSL,XLEN =',EI,XMASSL,XLEN
WRITE (6,*) 'XLENTO,XIHUB,XLENP =',XLENTO,XIHUB,XLENP
WRITE(6,*) 'PI,TR =',PI,TR
WRITE(6,*) '
WRITE(6,*) 'STATE DERIVATIVE VECTOR - TIME =',TI*TR
WRITE(6,*) 'SSP(1) =',SSP(1)/TR,'SS(1) =',SS(1)
WRITE(6,*) 'SSP(2) =',SSP(2)/TR,'SS(2) =',SS(2)
WRITE(6,*) 'SSP(3) =',SSP(3)/TR,'SS(3) =',SS(3)
WRITE(6,*) 'SSP(4) =',SSP(4)/TR**2,'SS(4) =',SS(4)/TR
WRITE(6,*) 'SPSP(5) ,SSP(5)/TR**2,'SS(5) =',SS(5)/TR

















































































COMMON /EXTMAT/ XN,XP,XQ 00045200
COMMON /MATRIX/ A,D,EPS,PMAT,BETA 00045210
COMMON /XNLMAT/ XGMAT,FARRAY,RARRAY 00045220
COMMON /TEST/ VIBTST,PSI 00045230
00045300
C 00045400
C READ VALUES FOR B AND A MATRICES 00045500
C 00045600
00045700
DO 101 I = 1,5 00045800
DO 102 J = 1,5 00045900
00046000






DO 103 I = 1,5 00046700
DO 104 J = 1,5 00046800
DO 105 K = 1,5 00046900
00047000
READ (9,*) A(I,J,K) 00047100
READ (22,*) FARRAY(I,J,K) 00047110







C READ IN VALUES FOR EPS(I) 00047800
C 00047900
00048000
DO 106 I=I,N 00048100
READ (8,*) EPS(I) 00048200
106 CONTINUE 00048300
00048400
DO 201 I = 1,5 00048410
DO 202 J = 1,5 00048420
00048430





DO 203 I = 1,5 00048490
DO 204 J = 1,5 00048491
00048492





DO 205 I = 1,5 00048498
DO 206 J = 1,5 00048499
00048500






C READ IN MATRIX PSI 00048546
C 00048547
00048548
DO 876 I = 1,5 00048549
DO 875 J = 1,5 00048550
00048551







C READ IN VALUES FOR POLYNOMIAL MATRIX PMAT NEEDED FOR 00048600
C TORQUE COMPUTATION 00048700
C 0.0048800
00048900
DO 107 I = 1,10 00049000
READ (10,2001) PMAT(I) 00049100
107 CONTINUE 00049200
00049300
2001 FORMAT (2X,1PD23.15) 00049400
C 00049500
C SET UP MATRIX D 00049600
C 00049700
00049800
DO 08 I = 1,N 00049900
DC 109 J = 1,N 00050000
00050100
D(I,J) = -.5DO*B(I,J) 00050200
00050300
109 CONTINUE 00050400




WRITE(6,*) 'IN SUBROUTINE SINPUT MATRIX XGMAT EQUALS:' 00051063
DO 711 I = 1,N 00051064
























COMMON /CNSTNT/ EI,XMASSL,TR,XLEN,XLENT0,XIHUB,XLENP,XLENPP 00052610
COMMON /FLAG/ IFLAG 00052810
COMMON /MATRIX/ A,D,EPS,PMAT,BETA 00052820
COMMON /MTCNST/ XMRR,XMRV,XKVV,XMVR 00052821
COMMON /PARAM/ V1,V2,V3 00052830
COMMON /TORQ/ XINRTA,THETAR 00052840
COMMON /GAMA/ GAMMAL,GAMAPL 00052850
00052900
C 00053000
C IF EXTENSION OCCURS, DO NOT EVALUATE THE MATRIX CONSTANTS, 00053100
C WHICH ARE NOW FUNCTIONS OF TIME. 00053200
C 00053300
00053301
IF (IFLAG(4).EQ.1) GO TO 123 00053302
00053303
C 00053304
C CALCULATE THE RIGID BODY INERTIA OF THE SYSTEM 00053305
C 00053306
00053307
XINRTA = 2.DO*XMASSL*XLENTO0**3 00053308
00053309
C 00053310
C SET TIME DEPENDENT LENGTH EQUAL TO INITIAL LENGTH 00053311
C 00053312
00053313
XLEN = XLENTO 00053314
00053315
C 00053316
C EVALUATE V, V2, V3 00053317
C 00053318
00053319
V1 = EI*TR**2/(XMASSL*XLENTO**4) 00053320
V2 = XIHUB/XINRTA 00053321
V3 = TR**2/XINRTA 00053322
00053323
C 00053324
C EVALUATE MATRIX M 00053325
C FIRST CALCULATE MRR 00053330
C 00053340
XMRR = V2+1.OD0/3.ODO 00053400
00053500
C 00053600
C NEXT CALCULATE MRV 00053700
C 00053800
00053900
DO 112 I = 1,N 00054000
XMRV(I) = -2.ODO/EPS(I)**2 00054100




C CALCULATE THAT PART OF KVV WHICH IS NOT TIME DEPENDENT 00054500
C AND ASSIGN IT TO THE MATRIX XKVV 00054600
C 00054700
00054800
DO 123 I = 1,N 00054900




C CALCULATE THE VALUE OF GAMMA(X) AT X=L 00055400
C 00055500
00055600
DO 901 I = 1,N 00055700
00055800
SI = DSIN(EPS(I)) 00055900
CO = DCOS(EPS(I)) 00056000
SH = DSINH(EPS(I)) 00056100
CH = DCOSH(EPS(I)) 00056200
00056300
BETA(I) = (CO+CH)/(SI+SH) 00056400
BETAMI = (CO+DEXP(-EPS(I))-SI)/(SI+SH) 00056500
00056600
GAMMAL(I) = CO-DEXP(-EPS(I))-BETA(I)*SI+BETAM1*SH 00056700




































C STEVE'S WISP CASE
C UPDATE LENGTH(TAU) & FIRST AND SECOND DERIVATIVE (W.R.T. TAU)
C
C
C IF (TAU.LE.10) THEN
C XLENPP = 0.DO
C XLENP = O.DO
C XLEN = 150.DO
C
C ELSE IF (TAU.LT.15) THEN
C XLENPP = -5.DO*PI/48.DO*DSIN(PI/5.DO*(TAU-10.DO))
C XLENP = 25.D0/48.DO*(DCOS(PI/5.DO*(TAU-lO.DO))-1.DO
C XLEN = 25.D0/48.D0*(5.DO/PI*DSIN(PI/5.DO*(TAU-iO.DO )
C & -TAU+10.DO)+150.DO
C
C ELSE IF (TAU.LT.130) THEN
C XLENPP = 0.DO
C XLENP = -25.D0/24.DO
C XLEN = 150.DO-125.DO/48.DO-25.DO/24.DO*(TAU-15.DO)
C
C ELSE IF (TAU.LT.135) THEN
C XLENPP = 5.D0*PI/48.D0*DSIN(PI/5.DO*(TAU-130.DO))
C XLENP = -25.DO/48.DO*(DCOS(PI/5.DO*(TAU-130.DO))+l.DO)
C XLEN = -25.D0/48.D0*(5.DO/PI*DSIN(PI/5.DO*(TAU-130.DO))
C & +TAU-130.D0)+150.DO-125.DO4.D O250/48 .D -2 *115.D0/24.D
C
C ELSE
C XLENPP = 0.DO
C XLENP = 0.DO




C THESIS WISP CASE
C UPDATE LENGTH(TAU) & FIRST AND SECOND DERIVATIVE (W.R.T. TAU)
C



































































XLEN = XLI + 1.DO/2.DO*VEL 00057896
& *(TAU-TM/(2.DO*PI)*DSIN(TAU/TM*2.DO*PI)) 00057897
XLENP = .DO/2.DO*VEL*(1.DO-DCOS(TAU/TM*2.DO*PI)) 00057900




XLEN = XLF 00057914
XLENP = 0.DO 00057915






C FRANKLIN INSTITUTE TEST (TEST 8) 00057979
C 00057980
00057981
C XLENPP = O.DO 00057982
C XLENP = 108.DO 00057983
C XLEN = XLENP*TAU 00057984
00057985
C 00057986
C CALCULATE NONDIMENSIONAL (TIME VARYING) CONSTANTS V, V2, V3 00057987
C 00057988
00057989
V = EI*TR**2/(XMASSL*XLEN**4) 00057990
V2 = XIHUB/(2.DO*XMASSL*XLEN**3) 00057991
V3 = TR**2/(2.DO*XMASSL*XLEN**3) 00057992
00057993
C 00057994
C CALCULATE MASS MATRIX COMPONENTS 00057995
C 00057996
00057997
XMRR = V2+1.DO/3.DO 00057998
00057999
DO 101 I = 1,N 00058000
XMRV(I) = -2.DO*XLENTO/(XLEN*EPS(I)**2) 00058001
XMVR(I) = -2.DO*XLEN/(XLENTO*EPS(I)**2) 00058002














IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 00061000
DIMENSION IFLAG(4) 00061100
COMMON /TORQ/ XINRTA,THETAR 00061200














C IF (TI.LT..5D0) THEN
C ONERAD = 4.DO/TR**2
C ELSE
C ONERAD = -4.DO/TR**2
C ENDIF
C SINE WAVE TORQUES
C












C MULTIPLY ANGULAR ACCELERATION BY









































































IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 00067800
DIMENSION SS(22),D(10,10),A(10,10,10),EPS(10),PMAT(15), 00067810
& BETA(10) ,ETATD(10),IFLAG(4),GAMMAL(10),GAMAPL(10), 00067820
& PSI(5,5) 00067900
COMMON /CNSTNT/ EI,XMASSL,TR,XLEN,XLENTO,XIHUB,XLENP,XLENPP 00068100
COMMON /FLAG/ IFLAG 00068101




C _CALCULATE ETA TRANSPOSE * D (ETATD FROM DERIV USES PREVIOUS 00068917
C QUARTER TIME STEP VALUE OF SS(I), SO A NEW ETATD NEEDS TO 00068918
C BE CALCULATED HERE) 00068919
C 00068920
DO 201 I = 1,N 00068921
X = 0.ODO 00068922
DO 202 J=1,N 00068923
00068924
X = X+SS(1+J)*D(J,I) 00068925
00068926
202 CONTINUE 00068927
ETATD(I) = X 00068928
201 CONTINUE 00068929
00068930
SUM1 = XLEN**3*SS(N+2)/3.DO 00068931
00068932
X = O.DC 00068933
X2 = O.DC 00068934
X3 = O.DC 00068935
X4 = O.DC 00068936
00068937
DO 101 I = 1,N 00068938
00068939
XI = X + EATD(I)*SS(1+I) 00068940
X2 = X2 + SS(i+I)*2.D0*BETA(I)/EPS(I) 00068941
X3 = X3 - SS(1+I)*2.D0/EPS(I)**2 00068942




IF (IFLAG(2).EQ.0) X = 0.DO 00068971
00068972
SUMI = SUMI + XLEN*XLENTO**2*SS(2+N) * X 00068980
& + 2.D0*XLEN*XLENP*XLENTO * X2 00068990
& + 2.D0*XLEN*XLENP*XLENTO * X3 00069000
& + XLEN**2*XLENTO * X4 00069100
00069300
ANGMOM = 2.D0O'XMASSL/TR*SUM1 + XIHUB*SS(2+N)/TR 00069310
00069311
00073100
RETURN 00073200
END 00073300
